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When shopping for voice recognition software be sure to have the answers to these questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

What operating system is the software compatible with?
What amount of memory is required?
What speed of processor is required?
What type of learning curve does the software have?
Will it work with existing word processing software?
Does it come with a microphone?
How fast is it?
Will you need a USB microphone?
Is it macro capable?

There is quite a variety of Voice Recognition Software packages currently on the market. Here

1. Conversa Messenger ˘ A desktop messaging system for small businesses that allows you to acc

2. Dragon Naturally Speaking Essentials ˘ For ages 9 and up; it provides an introduction to co
3. Dragon Naturally Speaking Professional ˘ Allows you to dictate up to 160 words per minute,

4. Eloquently Started ˘ Designed for physicians for producing medical records. It comes comple

5. Realize Voice ˘ Uses the Whisper speech recognition engine that requires no training, altho
6. Interactive Voice Assistant IVA ˘ This assistant will not only let you talk to it, it will

7. Micro Intro Voice II ˘ A complete voice input and output system with an accuracy rate of mo

8. ViaVoice Millennium Pro ˘ It uses continuous speech and is capable of desktop navigation; i
These are eight of the voice recognition software choices, but there are many other excellent
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